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UMAIAm' Cytogenetic observations were made on 6 cell lines (NIOB-I, A10B-2,
NIOB-3, \'IsB-I, HPRS Line I, HPRS Line 2) originating from I\Tarek's disease

lymph. mus and 2 .I. ne^ (1104-B, 1104-X-5) of , confine cot, bitch, d from an man
lymphoid Ieukosis tumor. The modal chromosome number was within the diploid
range in all the lines except HPRS Line I and HPRS Line 2, both of which
had a nTode at about 60. Karyotypes \\, ere grossly abnormal in 4 cell lines :
trisomy for #I in k'loB-2; the heteromorphic #I pair in ATSB-I, and marker
chromosomes derived from rearrangements 11Tvolving #3 or #5 and unidentified
elements in HPRS Lines I and 2. The ATOB-I line which had been characterized

by cells \\, ltlt ai\ apparently, normal karyot}, pe was completely, taken over by cells
with a heteromorphic #I pair inorphologically similar to the one found in AISB-I by
the 95tll day, of continuous growth in vitro. BudR-acridinc orange differential
staining technique revealed, however, different banding patterns in these abnormal
chromosomes.

INTRODUCTIO\

XIarek's disease (\ID), a contagious, neoplastic,
lymphoproliferative condition affecting the
chicken, has several fa\, orable characteristics as
an experimental model of lymphoma Induced
by, ITerpes type virus. Successful long-term
cultivation of lymphoblastoid cells from A, ID
tumors (Akiyama at a1. , 1973) has given an
impetus to studies on the fundaniental pro-
perties of this disease. A ITUmber of trials so

far resulted in establishment of 6 permanent
cell lines whose irumunologic, virologic, in or-
phologic, and biochemical traits were subjects
of recent studies (Akiyama and 1<at0, 1974;
POWell at a1. , 1974, 1975 ; 1< ato and Akiyama,
1975 ; Nazerian and witter, 1975 ; Ikuta at al. ,
1976a, b; A, Tatsuda at a1. , 1976a, b). The
most distinctive characteristics of these 6INID

cell lines are two types of cell surface anti-
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genidty which are T cell determinants (POWell
at a1. , 1974; Nazerian and \\litter, 1975 ;
Matsuda at a1. , 1976a, by and A{D tumor-asso-
ciated surface antigen (\\litter at a1. , 1975 ;
Matsuda at a1. , 1976b). However, only limited
cytogenetic data are available of these cell lines
(Akiy^in, and Kat. , 1974; Ikut, at a1. , 1976b).
Chromosome constitution is liable to change
during an extended period in culture. A10re-
over, cytogenetic analysis Is inevitably incom-
PIetein avian cells, since 30-40% of the chicken
genome comprising nearly 60 microchromo-
somes can not be examined with certainty. in
spite of these drawbacks detailed examination
of the chromosome constitution in those cell

lines is essential not only for the evaluation of
the possible role of the chromosomal alteration
in the causation of MD, but for the pursuit of
distinguishing characters of each cell line.

ATATERIALS AND METHODS

Karyotypes \\. ere examined in 6 cell lines (MOB-I,
NIOB-2, MOB. 3, ATSB-I, HPRS Line I, HPRS
I, ine 2) originating from NID lymphomas and 2
clones (1104-B, 1104-X-5) of a cell line established
from aiT avian lymphoid Ieukosis tumor. Table I
presents their origins, associated viruses, T- or B-
cell determinant and length of in vitro growth at the
time of chromosome examination. Details of

methods and conditions for in \, Itro culture \\. ere

described elsewhere (Akivama at a1. , 1973; POWell
at a1. , 1974)

Chromosomes \\. ere examined at the Chromo-

some Research Unit \\'ithin 5 days after the receipt
of cells from The Research Institute for Microbial

Diseases. Each cellline \\, as incubated at 41 C with

5-bromodeoxyuridine (100 "g!inI) for 9-10 hr in-
cluding the last I itr in the presence of Colcemid
(0.1 "g!inI). Cells \\'ere fixed with 3 : I ritethonolj
acetic acid and slides were made according to a

routine air-drving techniques. Kar}, otypes were

TABLE I 0711gi" and chromosomal characterz'stz'CS of 8 ouan" 13, "!phonin cell 12nes

Cell line

MOB-I"

Associated
with

MOB-2"

MOB-3'

MSB-Id

MDV

T- or
B-cell
deter-
minant

HPRS Line I'

A{DV, ALV

MDV

MDV

HPRS Line 2'

Original tumor
induced by

Inoculation of

T

1104-B/

1104-X-51

Blood of chickens
infected with BC-I
strain of MDV

MDV

T

T

T

" Akiyama at a1. , 1973
" Ikuta at a1. , 1976b.
" Matsuda at a1. , 1976b

it Akiyama and Kat0,1974
' POWell at a1. , 1974

I Hibara at a1. , 1974

NISB-I line cells

MSB-I line cells

MOB-I line cells

Culture

age at
exa in I-

nation

MDV

T

ALV

ALV

Sex
chroino-

some

85d

1661

T

Chromo-
some

no

22

181d

24d

106d

B

B

Z\\,

Z\\'
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ALV subgroup A

ALV subgroup A

73-80

73-So

Z\\,

Z\\,

Z\\'

Chromosome
aberration

66-79

68-75

69-78

increase in the

length of the
short arm of #I

Trisomy for #I

Z\\'

Z\\,

52-62

Increase in the

length of the
short arm of #I

Increase in the

length of the short
arm of #3 and #5

Increase in the

length of the
short arm of #5

ZZ

ZZ

53-60

67-78

66-79



analysed primarily in metaphases stained with con-
venitional Giemsa. A differential staining techni-
que with acridine orange (Dutrillaux at a1. , 1973)
provided evidence for the identity of individual

o

.

"

.

o

o

chromosomes and chromosomal segments. Exact
chromosome numbers were determined on initoses

stained by a C-banding technique (Sumner, 1972).

.

.
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W
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o
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FIGURE I. Metaphase spreads stained by the C-banding
technique. A HPRS Line I cell with 57 chromosomes.
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,
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o
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RESULTS

.

.
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Since polyploid initoses were relatively
rare in these cell lines, we focused our
attention only to cells within the di-
PIOid range. The total chromosome
number, however, varied considerably
within individual cell lines. This

may not be specific for the cultured
lines, but is also common in normal
somatic cells probably because the
present technique is inadequate in
dealing with microchromosomes.

The total chromosome number

varied from high 60s to high 70s in all
lines except HPRS Lines I and 2.
The maximum chromosome count

was 62 in the former and 60 in the

latter. Decrease in the number of

microchromosomes apparently ac-

counted for the low counts. Rear-

rangements rather than simple losses
of chromosomes might be more likely,
in asmuch as most microchromosomes

including several biarmed ones were
relatively large and well-delineated
in metaphase spreads compared with
those having about 80 chromo-
comes (Fig. I, 2. ) Th^ C-banding
technique demonstrated the W
chromosome in most cells from 6 MD
cell lines.

So far as the 10 largest pairs were
concerned, MOB-I in early passages,
MOB-3,1104-B, and 1104-X-5 showed
no obvious deviation from the normal

4 linesbut thepattern, remaining

had at least one major karyotypic ab-
normality (Fig. 3). It shonld be mon-
tioned, however, that identification of
autosomes smaller than #5 was arbi-
trary especially in HPRS Lines I and
2.

.

,

FIGURE 2. Metaphase spreads stained by the C-banding
technique. A A10B-I line cell with 78 chromosomes

.
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FIGURE 3. Partial karyotypes of 6 celllines originated from MD lymphomas and a clonal line derived from a
avian lymphoid Ieukosis tumor. Arrows indicate abnormal elements. a) a MOB-I line cell at 166th day i
culture; by a MOB-21ine cell; c) a MOB-31ine cell; d) a MSB-11ine cell; (e) a HPRS Line I cell; f)
HPRS Line 2 cell; g) a 1104-Bline cell.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of BudR AO bandino pat-
terns between marker chromosomes from the MOB.

I (") and the MSB-I (b) line .ell. Indicated in the
photograph are extra segments.

MOB-I : \\ e reported that the karyotype
of this line was indistinguishable from that of
a normal chicken cell (,\kiyama and Kato.
1974) and this was confirmed by examination
of recultivated cells from an early culture (85
day-old cultivation) that had been kept frozen.
However, a consistent abnormality, a hetero-
inorphic #I, appeared in a culture continu-
ously grown in vitro for 95 days (Fig. 3). The
short arm of the abnormal #I was considerably
longer than the normal counterpart, whereas
the long arms were coinparable in length in
both normal and abnormal hornologs. ACri-
dine orange banding analysis revealed 2 addi-
tional bright bands at the middle of the short
arm as tentatively shown in Fig. 4. Inasmuch
as the extra segment was not long enough and
devoid of distinctive fluorescent pattern, the
source of this segment was not determined.
Perhaps this might represent partial duplica-

FIGURE 5. BudR-AO banding patterns of larger chromosomes from HPRS Line I (a) and HPRS Line 2 (b).
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tion of chromosome #I, since there was no cor-
responding deletion or any, other apparent
anomaly in the remaining chromosomes.

NIOB-2 : The present study fully con-
firmed the previous observation that chromo-
some #I was trisomic (Ikuta at a1. , 1976b).
Chromatid breakages were frequent, but no
attempt was made to quantify them.

A{SB-I : In agreement with the previous
.b^"rvati, n (Akiy^in" and Kat. , 1974) th.
short arm of one of the chromosomes #I was
unusually long. This chromosome like the
marker from MOB-I had an extra segment at
the middle of the short arm. However, only
one bright band was present in this segment
and the fluorescent pattern of the short arm
distal to the extra segment appeared slightly
different between MOB-I and MSB-I (Fig.
+). Therefore, it may be safe to rule out a
possible cellular contamination between these
lines.

HPRS Line I: This cell line was karyo-
typically variable, but one of the chromosomes
#3 consistently had a distinct short arm (Fig.
3). Less consistent was a chromosome #5
with a short arm corresponding in length to
chromosomes #9-10. Both abnormal elements

might ITave resulted from centric fusion, but
the identity of the attached chromosomes re-
maincd unknown because of their small sizes

and lack of distinct fluorescent characteristics

(Fig. 5).
HPRS Line 2: This line was also hetero-

genous with variable karyotypes. Nearly all
cells I}ad two metacentric chromosomes in or-

phologically similar to the Z (Fig. 3). Band-
ing analysis revealed that the one was in fact
the Z, but the other was a product of a rear-
rangement involving #5 and a chromosome of
unknown origin (Fig. 5).

proliferation of inoculated tumor cells, since
the sex chromosome constitution of the tumor

cells always corresponds to the phenotypic sex
of the host chicken (Owen at a1. , 1966 ; Bloom,
1970). Consequently, virus infection rather
than multiplication of inoculated tumor cells
seems important in the growth of MD tumors
as suggested in avian Rous sarcomas by Ponten
(1964). Th. stunti, n may ^. ar. ,Iy b, dif-
forent when tumors are Induced by inoculating
cultured cells : present cytogenetic findings
strongly suggested that multiplication of LISB-
I with an abnormal #I had not directl\, con-
tributed to the progressive growth of tumors
from which MOB-2 and NIOB-3 derived.

Ow. n at a1. (1966) and Bl, ,in (1970) ^h. wad
that experimentalIy induced primary MD tu-
in ors had a normal diploid number of chromo-
somes without any inorphologically abnormal
element as in avian Rous sarcomas and ery-
thinkuk"min (P. nt, n, 1963). it I^ thus p".-
bable that the overwhelming majority of cells
comprising original tumors from which the
present cultured lines derived would have been
characterized by karyotypes indistinguishable
from the normal chicken somatic complex.
Emergence of a new marker chromosome in
the 95 day-old MOB-I line suggests that CGr-
tain karyotypic changes observed ITave arisen
during in vitro passages. It is unknown, how-
ever, whether all of the karyotypic deviations
from eudiploidy in the remaining 4 MD cell
lines had originated in vitro. ChromosomalIy
aberrant cells present in predominantly di-
PIOid tumors might have overgrown the CUI-
ture. Clones of such cells, if any, should have
been too small in size to be detected cyto-
genetically in original tumors in view of the
possible mode of tumor growth discussed
above.

The present study failed to detect any, gross
chromosomal change common to 6 MD cell
lines as reported in such neoplastic conditions
as chronic myelogenous leukemias (Rowley,
1973) and African-type Burkitt's lymphomas
(Zech at a1. , 1976) in man, thymomas in AKR
mire (D, fuku ,rel. , 1975), and DMBA-Indus. d

DISCUSSION

IVID tumors can be passaged by inoculating
blood and tissues from chickens infected with

MD virus (MDV). Tumors thus passaged
are, however, primary and not produced by the

26 BIKE:< JOURNAL V01.20 No. I 1977



Ionk. mus in ruts (Sugiy, in^ at a1. , 1967). It
Is worth mentioning that chromosome #I \\, as
involved in karyotypic change in 3 out of 5 I\ID
cell lines, whereas two clones of an avian Iym-
phoid Ieukosis cell line independently main-
tained for more than two years showed no gross
chromosomal aberration. Any conclusion must
await fuller cytological studies, but it is tern-
pting to postulate that MD\I infection was
responsible for the observed aberrations. The
finding of Onen at a1. (1966) that chromatid
breaks were confined to chromosomes #I and

#2 in primary MD tumors induced by HPRS-
20 strain of LTD\' is indeed intriguing. Re-
cently Yoon at a1. (1976) obtained similar find-
ings in peripheral blood and bone marrow cells
of chicks shortly after infection with INl-V, a
lymphoblastic leukemia virus, derived from the
IAI strain of AIDV.

The observed marker chromosomes and ab-

normal karyotypes provide invaluable means
of distinguishing one culture from another.

Chromosome examination may be the only easy
and reliable way to detect cellular containina-

between different cell lines.tion occurring

Abnormal karyotypes are constantly produced
in human lymphoblastoid cell lines harboring
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) (Takagi and Sand-
berg, 1969), and probably the same holds in
cultured MD cell lines. Routine cytogenetic
monitoring will not only make Identification of
individual cell lines certain but help clarify the
causal relationship between MDV infection and
karyotypic alterations.
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